Paclitaxel is a chemotherapy drug that has been used to treat cancer since the 1960s. It is relatively inexpensive because there is a generic version. In recent years, more expensive drugs have been developed to replace paclitaxel. After successful clinical trials, both Abraxane and Ixempra have been approved by the FDA. For their makers, this is the good news. The bad news is that, according to a study released in June 2012, neither of the newer drugs works as well as paclitaxel (Berkrot, 2012).

New drugs are initially compared to placebos. But in medicine, being more effective than the placebo is not enough. To become a recommended treatment, a new drug should be better than the current treatment. The same is true in education. Roediger and Pyc (2012) make this point clear: “The gold standard of educational innovation for any kind of new educational technique should be a strong research base showing that the new method produces positive results relative to standard practice (Whitehurst, 2010).”

Roediger and Pyc’s (2012) article ably describes three principles that enhance learning: distributed practice, explanatory questioning, and the one we focus on here, test-enhanced learning. In the literature to date, the value of testing has been demonstrated by comparing tests to two other activities: restudying the same information in the same way as before, or not restudying at all (Roediger & Pyc). Tests appear to be better than restudying. But is restudying an effective standard practice, like paclitaxel, or is it more like a placebo? In this article, we consider the value of tests as compared to various different learning activities. We begin with an alternative that is all too common: doing nothing.

1. Is testing better than not studying?

Not studying is a common practice among some students. However, when testing is compared to not studying, it difficult to determine whether testing per se was beneficial, because tested information is also studied more than information in the non-studied control condition. Classroom studies showing that tests are more effective than not studying (e.g., McDaniel, Agarwal, Huelser, McDermott, & Roediger, 2011) are less convincing than classroom studies comparing testing to presentations of the same material (e.g., Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, & McDermott, 2011).

2. Is testing better than restudying in exactly the same way as before?

In most research on the value of tests, a test condition is compared to exact repetition: restudying (usually rereading) the same material in the same way one studied it before (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).

Exact repetition can be ineffective. In multiple studies, reading a passage for a second time produced no measurable benefit compared to reading it once (e.g., Callender & McDaniel, 2009; Fritz, Morris, Bjork, Gelman, & Wickens, 2000). Rawson and Kintsch (2005) replicated this finding, but also found that a benefit of exact repetition emerged when there was a delay between repetitions (an example of the spacing effect; Dempster, 1988). Other studies have shown that restudying word pairs has no measurable impact
on long-term learning once the pairs have been recalled at least one time (Karpicke & Roediger, 2008). Thus, like a placebo, exact repetition has limited long-term benefits.

Despite its limited value, exact repetition is a standard practice in some domains. For example, students tend to read the same passages from their textbooks, or their notes, multiple times. Convincing evidence has demonstrated that testing is more effective than restudying in real educational settings (e.g., McDaniel, Wildman, & Anderson, 2012; Roediger et al., 2011). Thus, students benefit from being tested instead of restudying via exact repetition.

3. Is testing better than studying the same information in a new way?

In some situations, exact repetition is not a standard practice. Lectures are one example. When teachers go over information that their students have been exposed to before (for instance, in a homework assignment), they usually present it in their own words, covering the parts they think are most important, which we refer to as non-exact repetition.

Is there evidence that testing is superior to non-exact repetition? Butler and Roediger (2007) examined learning in a simulated classroom in which participants viewed a lecture and then either read a lecture summary, took a multiple choice test, or took a short-answer test. The lecture summary, which served as a restudy condition, was a non-exact repetition of the lecture material. There was a testing effect—the short answer test produced more learning than the other conditions—which suggests that tests can be superior to non-exact repetition. Such an effect has been demonstrated in only a handful of studies, however (e.g., McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007; McDaniel, Howard, & Einstein, 2009). Thus, there is some evidence that testing can be more effective than non-exact repetition, but more research is needed.

4. Is testing better than learning something new?

There is another activity that is quite common in classrooms: Presenting novel information. For every 10 min a teacher spends giving a quiz on previously studied information, he or she could present novel information instead.

We know of no published evidence in which one group studied and then took a test and another studied and then studied additional novel information that was never shown to the first group. Such a study would have to measure learning across all of the information that could have been studied, even if the final criterion test included information the first group had not studied. Cognitive psychologists may be loath to compare groups that have studied different amounts of information, but teachers are under no such constraint; they are limited by the amount of time available for instruction, not the amount of information they cover.1

5. Is testing better than doing something else?

In general, students learn more when they are active than when they are passive. There are many ways to encourage active learning. Yet almost all studies of the testing effect have compared testing to passive reading. One exception is a study by Karpicke and Blunt (2011), who found that testing is more effective than concept mapping, which typically involves active learning. (However, Karpicke & Blunt’s concept mapping condition was not significantly more effective than restudying.)

Many effective learning techniques have not been compared to testing. For example, Roediger and Pyc (2012) describe the benefits of self-explanation and elaborative interrogation. Because study time is a limited resource, a teacher might have to choose one of these activities or a test. As the case of paclitaxel makes clear, it is dangerous to make assumptions when three proven treatments are pitted against each other. It is worth noting that these activities are related—one reason self-explanation is beneficial is that, like a test, it makes people try to retrieve information from memory—although they are not identical. Thus, it seems premature to make blanket recommendations of testing if it would come at the expense of activities like these (to be clear, Roediger & Pyc make no such recommendation).

One way to address the value of tests versus “something else” is to examine what happens when a teacher takes the advice to do more testing. For example, one semester Frank Leeming decided to give short quizzes at the beginning of each of his classes (Leeming, 2002). He minimized the impact of lost lecture time by cutting the least valuable elements of his lectures. Compared to previous semesters, he found that grades improved. Lyle and Crawford (2011) reported that a section of a statistics class that was quizzed every day achieved better exam scores (86%) than a section that was not (78%).

In the first author’s experience, the biggest effect of daily quizzes may be that they motivate effortful studying and punctual class attendance. It is difficult to disentangle these benefits from the direct benefit of the tests. However, at least one study has shown that students who took a quiz they were expecting learned more than students who expected a quiz but did not take one, suggesting that changes in study behavior may not fully explain the benefit of testing (Haynie, 1997).

In summary, there is some evidence that learning increases when teachers follow the advice “test more,” but more evidence is needed. Increased studying in anticipation of tests may help explain the benefit of tests.

6. Practical applications

When teachers are told that they should do more testing, they often protest that doing so would take time away from other valuable learning activities. Is testing better than these activities? The evidence we have reviewed suggests that, like most scientific questions, the answer is “it depends.”

We recommend that teachers test students in class, and students test themselves outside class, whenever the alternative is exact repetition. There is some evidence that testing is more effective than non-exact repetition as well. Every teacher’s toolbox should include tests as learning events.

But testing has not been compared to many common learning activities, such as learning new information or self-explanation. In these cases, recommending that teachers stop what they have been doing and replace it with testing seems premature. Doing so would require (a) knowing what activity would be sacrificed in favor of time spent testing and (b) having evidence on hand comparing testing to that activity. Although accumulating such evidence would be a major undertaking, it may be necessary if testing is to avoid the fate of many other educational recommendations that have not made the transition from the laboratory to the classroom.
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